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Copyright 
Copyright © 2020 by E. Dvořáková, B. Patzák, D. Rypl and J. Voříšek. 

Department of Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, 

Thákurova 7, 166 29 Prague, Czech Republic.  

 

Obtaining the application 
The application can be obtained from the Department of Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 

Czech Technical University. Please send a request to borek.patzak@fsv.cvut.cz for licensing options.  

 

Introduction 

The 3D laser scanning is a convenient and accessible technology to document the existing 
infrastructure, including buildings. The output is a set of data points in space, so-called point clouds. 
While point clouds can be directly rendered and inspected, they need to be converted into BIM 
representation for efficient digital processing.  
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The PointCloud2BIM_UI is a user interface built on top of PointCloud2BIM library. It provides access 
to the top-level algorithms (floor, room, wall, and opening detection) of the PointCloud2BIM library 
from a graphical user interface (GUI). The description of the segmentation process is available in the 
PointCloud2BIM User Manual [3]. 

Each project is stored and maintained in an individual folder. The folder contains a single project file 
in the JSON format and stores each point cloud points in separate binary files for efficient 
reading/writing. 

After the opening of the PointCloud2BIM_UI, the welcome screen (Fig. 1) is available to create a new 
project or to manage the existing one. Furthermore, the PointCloud2BIM_UI workflow is divided into 
six subsequent steps, which correspond to the PointCloud2BIM library binaries. The typical steps 
involved in point cloud transformation into a digital BIM model is shown in Fig. 2. These steps are 
available in the UI using their individual tabs (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 1: The application welcome screen. 

 

Figure 2: Typical steps involved in point cloud transformation into digital BIM model. 

http://mech2018.fsv.cvut.cz/pc2bim/doku.php?id=start
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Figure 3: Each of the segmentation steps is available in the tab menu (marked in red). 

 

Requirements 
• PointCloud2BIM_UI is built in JavaScript and requires a standard Node.js environment. It can 

be compiled into its respective binaries on Unix/Linux systems and Windows systems using 
Electron.js framework. 

Build steps 

• Run the command line inside the project folder 

• The PointCloud2BIM library binaries must be placed into the extra-resources-folder for the 
corresponding operating system 

• The application is built by running the npm run electron:build command 

• The Development version is accessible via the npm run electron:serve command. 

 

Available steps 
PointCloud2BIM_UI uses the PointCloud2BIM library routines in the background by running the 
individual command-line scripts in the background. Each of the commands and its inputs is described 
in [3]. The user interface provides a listing of the existing entities and user-friendly menus for the 
gradual segmentation of the BIM entities. 

 

Point clouds 
The point cloud management is available under the Pointclouds tab. It provides two action buttons, 

one for import and one for downsampling of the point cloud. All available project point clouds are 

summarized in a table. The typical point clouds include imported points, downsampling, and 

individual room/plane/wall point clouds. 
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Import 
Points in the PTS or PTX format (1 point per line, space-separated values) can be imported to the 
project. Such a point cloud can be obtained, for example, by the Autodesk ReCap application. 

 

Figure 4: View of the Point clouds tab 

Downsampling 
Downsampling is convenient to reduce the total number of points for individual entity segmentation. 
The downsampling dialog is shown in Fig. 5. A single point cloud is selected (typically the input point 
cloud), which is downsampled in a uniform voxel grid of a given step. A step length of 10-20 mm is 
appropriate for most of the applications. Furthermore, the point normal vector can be calculated for 
each of the downsampled points. This is required for vertical wall segmentation. 

 

Figure 5: Point cloud downsampling dialog showing the available options. 

Floors 
The project may contain multiple floors, or a single floor can be segmented using different input 

parameters. These individual segmentations are then stored as separate floors. View of the typical 

floor listing with a single floor is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6: View of the floor listing tab. 

Rooms 
Room segmentation is available in the Rooms tab. The rooms list (see Fig. 7) contains the bounding 

box (min, max columns) of the room, the calculated floor and ceiling levels, and segmented planes (if 

any). Each room may consist of one or multiple point clouds (i.e., merged rooms may have 2 point 

clouds). The action buttons allow for individual PTX export or 3D visualization of the rooms using 

Easy3D renderer.  

 

 

Figure 7: View of the room listing tab. 

The room segmentation options are summarized in Fig. 8. If the downsampled point cloud is 

selected as the input point cloud, the step length must be at least twice the downsampling step to 

avoid missing points. A usual step of 20 mm is sufficient for the 10 mm downsampling step. Z-levels 

are taken from the histogram of Z point coordinates. Vertical planes can be found during room 
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segmentation, which is required for further wall segmentation. Missing points can be filled inside the 

room floor plan for precise area calculation. 

 

Figure 8: View of the room segmentation dialog. 

Planes 
The plane segmentation is done during room segmentation. The Planes tab only contains a list of 
planes, which can be further used to identify walls. The normal vector is calculated for each plane, 
and plane points are stored separately in a sub-point cloud. The typical plane overview can be seen 
in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9: View of the plane listing tab. 

Walls 
The Walls tab facilitates the wall segmentation from individual vertical planes. Planes from each of 
the rooms are matched to the planes in the other rooms to avoid matching invalid walls within a 
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single room. The wall finding algorithm works on a selected floor. The minimal and maximal wall 
thickness should be defined according to the expected wall thickness (typically 100-500 mm). 
Furthermore, the minimal wall length (in the floor plan direction) is specified to reduce invalid 
matches. The wall finding options can be seen in Fig. 10. 

 

Figure 10: View of the wall segmentation dialog. 

The overview of the already segmented walls can be seen in Fig. 11. The calculated parameters 
include wall thickness, length, type (outer/inner), and information suitable for import into the 
existing CAD software (insertion point, director vector). Each of the walls can be exported as a 
standalone point cloud or viewed in 3D using the Easy3D viewer. 

  

Figure 11: Overview of the segmented walls. Insertion point and director vector allow for import to 
the existing CAD applications. 

 

Openings 
The Openings tab is the final step in the PointCloud2BIM segmentation process. The openings are 
found in the existing walls using several parameters. At first, a floor is selected to fetch its existing 
walls. Then, the input point cloud is selected (full or downsampled). A step length of either the 
double of downsampling step or any step (if using full point cloud) is selected. The values of the two 
coefficients – “Inner points coefficient” and “External wall thickness tolerance” were already found 
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by trial and error. These can be further tweaked for the individual point clouds to improve opening 
finding performance. All the input parameters can be examined in Fig. 12.  

 

Figure 12: View of the opening segmentation dialog. 

The segmented openings can be observed in a table (See Fig. 13). The type (doors/window) is 
determined as well as dimensions. The corner coordinates are calculated for easy export into the 
existing CAD programs. Individual opening point clouds can also be exported in the PTS format. 

  

Figure 13: Overview of the segmented openings. Insertion point (calculated as the average of the 
corner points – the center point) and dimensions allow for import to the existing CAD applications. 
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Example 
The examples are described in detail in the PointCloud2BIM library manual [1]. 

  
Fig. 14.1 Original point cloud visualization Fig. 14.2 Detected rooms  

  
Fig. 14.3: Identified vertical planes  Fig. 14.4: Identified walls 

  
Fig. 14.5 Identified openings (top view) Fig. 14.6 Identified openings (perspective) 
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